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Dozens Arrested at Statehouse Demanding Lawmakers Confront Systemic Racism as 

Pennsylvania Poor People’s Campaign Intensifies 
  

HARRISBURG, PA – “50 years ago, Rev. Dr. Martin Luther King Jr had a dream of uniting people, not by 
the color of their skin, religion or origin, but by the bond of humanity and morality,” said Ayesha Noor, 
living in Mechanicsburg, PA. “Time has come to revive that dream. It's time to hold hands, and rise above 
divisiveness, hatred, bigotry, and xenophobia! It's time to join the national call for moral revival, and work 
together on the issues that affect us, our children, and our communities.” 
 
Demanding politicians take immediate steps to confront systemic racism, dozens of poor people, Jewish, 
Christian and Unitarian Universalist clergy and democracy, immigration, justice and prisoner advocates 
were arrested at the statehouse Monday as the Pennsylvania Poor People’s Campaign: A National Call 
for Moral Revival intensified during its second straight week of nonviolent direct action. The action in 
Pennsylvania was part of a wave of protests hitting 35 state capitals and Washington, D.C. 
  
Protests intensified during the second of what will be six weeks of action as activists packed the lobby of 
the statehouse in Harrisburg carrying signs reading, “Fight Poverty, Not the Poor,” and “Everyone Has a 
Right to Live” in English and Spanish, stressing the link between systemic racism, poverty and voter 
suppression.  
 
During the rally, advocates from across Pennsylvania demanded an end to the war on poor people 
through mass incarceration, detention, deportation, life without parole, attacks on Muslim and indigenous 
communities, and voter suppression. The rally featured speakers from Movement of Immigrant Leaders in 
Pennsylvania (MILPA), MarchOnHarrisburg, and the Coalition to End Death By Incarceration (CADBI) – 
an organization working to end Life Without Parole in Pennsylvania.  
 
Leslie Avila, a member of MILPA living in Harrisburg and studying at Penn State Harrisburg, kicked off the 
rally with a powerful poem, demanding an end to attacks on immigrant communities, setting the tone for 
the day. 
 
Moly, a 17 year old living in Philadelphia, said, “My father is undocumented. He is also a survivor of the 
Cambodian genocide, caused by the illegal and immoral US military bombing of Cambodia during the 
Vietnam war. We want our state senators and representatives to get rid of these anti-immigrant bills that 
tear families apart and that invade our privacy. We want Governor Tom Wolf to shut down Berks 
Detention Center. We want ICE to stop tearing our families apart.” 
 
Following the rally, 24 moral witnesses were arrested while blocking the hallway in the Rotunda of the 
State Capitol, holding banners that read, “Deportation is War on The Poor,” and “Mass incarceration is 
War on the Poor.”  
 
Members of CADBI spoke from personal experience about the deep connections between incarceration 
and poverty: “My daughter and many others who are unable to afford expensive legal representation are 
victims of the prison industrial complex of mass incarceration that keeps taking from the poor to benefit 
the rich,” said Donna Hill, a CADBI member whose daughter is serving a Life Without Parole sentence for 

 



 

defending herself against an assault. “It’s one of the many reasons why I’m joining the Poor People’s 
Campaign.” 
 
Many speakers highlighted the strength of bringing together different struggles of poor black, brown, 
indigenous and white marginalized people, as the Poor People’s Campaign is doing. 
  
Kempis “Ghani” Songster, a CADBI member who was serving a juvenile life without parole sentence and 
was re-sentenced and released from prison last year said, “Ending mass incarceration, death by 
incarceration, deportation, discrimination, racism, militarism, ecological disaster, is all a part of the same 
struggle. The dog that bites you is the dog that bites me. We all have a stake in this.” 
 
They also called for respect for the sovereignty of indigenous communities. 
 
“I am speaking at the Poor People’s Campaign because I believe that to have a moral revival, the church 
must have a moral reckoning and face the true foundation on which this country was built: atop stolen 
lands, by stolen hands, with the church’s blessing,” said Felicia Teter, a Yakama and Black woman, from 
Philadelphia. “You must intentionally seek out Native peoples whose land you are on and build 
relationships that honor, uplift, and reinforce Indigenous sovereignty. In short, meet us, learn from us, and 
join us, because without us the moral revival will never be complete.”  
 
From Alabama to Alaska, protesters called for the immediate restoration of the Voting Rights Act, an end 
to racist gerrymandering, an end to life without parole, and an end to the terrorizing raids on immigrants. 
A week after President Trump called undocumented immigrants “animals” who “aren’t people,” 
participants in Monday’s protest also demanded a clear and just immigration system that strengthens our 
democracy through the broad participation of everyone in this country—including a timely citizenship 
process that guarantees the right to vote. 
 
The Pennsylvania Poor People’s Campaign will return to the State Capitol Building in Harrisburg for its 
third consecutive week of action on Tuesday, May 29.  
 

### 
  
Background:  
Over the past two years, leaders of the Poor People’s Campaign: A National Call for Moral Revival have carried out a listening tour 
in dozens of states across this nation, meeting with tens of thousands of people from El Paso, Texas to Marks, Mississippi to South 
Charleston, West Virginia. Led by the Revs. Barber and Theoharis, the campaign has gathered testimonies from hundreds of poor 
people and listened to their demands for a better society. 
  
A Poor People’s Campaign Moral Agenda, announced last month, was drawn from this listening tour, while an audit of America 
conducted with allied organizations, including the Institute for Policy Studies and the Urban Institute, showed that, in many ways, we 
are worse off than we were in 1968. Earlier this year, poor people, clergy and advocates traveled to statehouses all over the country 
and the U.S. Capitol  to serve notice on lawmakers of the demand that they address the enmeshed evils of systemic racism, 
poverty, the war economy, ecological devastation and America’s distorted national morality. Lawmakers have failed to act, and this 
spring’s six weeks of nonviolent moral fusion direct action is yet another attempt to instruct them on these issues. 
  
The Campaign draws on the unfinished work of the 1968 Poor People’s Campaign, reigniting the effort led by civil rights 
organizations, labor union and tenant unions, farm workers, Native American elders and grassroots organizers to foster a moral 
revolution of values. Despite real political wins in 1968 and beyond, the original Poor People’s Campaign was tragically cut short, 
both by Dr. King’s assassination and by the subversion of the coalition that sustained it. Still, the original vision and many of its 
followers did not go away. 

https://www.poorpeoplescampaign.org/index.php/demands/
http://www.ips-dc.org/souls-of-poor-folks/
https://www.usnews.com/news/best-states/north-carolina/articles/2018-02-04/campaign-for-poor-holds-1st-national-action


 

  
The Poor People’s Campaign: A National Call for Moral is building a broad and deep national moral movement – rooted in the 
leadership of poor people and reflecting the great moral teachings – to unite our country from the bottom up. Coalitions have formed 
in 39 states and Washington, D.C. to challenge extremism locally and at the federal level and to demand a moral agenda for the 
common good. The Poor People’s Campaign: A National Call for Moral Revival is co-organized by Repairers of the Breach, a social 
justice organization founded by the Rev. Barber; the Kairos Center for Religions, Rights and Social Justice at Union Theological 
Seminary; and hundreds of local and national grassroots groups across the country. 
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